ALL SAINTS SECONDARY SCHOOL P.O.BOX 19 IGANGA
ENGLISH LOCKDOWN DRILL
SENIOR TWO
Instructions: Answer all questions
Rewrite the following sentences as instructed.
1. My aunt is very ill. She cannot be allowed to go home. (Join into one sentence using:
.... too...)
2. “That fruit is mine,” said John, “and I will be glad if you return it at once.” (Re-write using reported
speech)
3. They told us to stop singing. They would not let us paly the tape-recorder. (Join the two sentences
using neither)
4. As they were moving along the main road, a signpost near the hospital showed that there was a
bridge ahead. (Begin: Moving...)
5. He gave his son an allowance because he wanted the boy to learn how to handle money sensibly. (Rewrite the sentence using...in order to...)
6. The thief failed to know that it was all a trick. He was not wise. (Begin: Not being...)
7. He was very strong. Consequently, it was easy for him to lift the weight. (Join into one sentence using
enough)
8. The foreman did not appreciate how often he had used his tractor until it broke down. (begin: It was
not...)
9. The moment the clock struck midnight; all lights went off. (Re-write using no sooner)
10. Because he insulted the jury, he was given a heavier sentence. (Re-write beginning: If only...)
11. Jeremiah loves Prisca. Prisca also loves Jeremiah. (Join into one sentence using ...as
much as...)
12. “What! Are you going to leave me alone?” she said. (Re-write using indirect speech)
13. When Buyi entered the mosque, the lights went off. (Begin: Scarcely...)
14. Although the master on duty tried to stop them. The students refused to obey. (Rewrite beginning: No matter...)
15. The school master was leaving the village and everybody seemed sorry. (Re-write using ...when...)
16. Come early or you will not be able to get a ticket. (Re-write using: Unless...)
17. The song may sound funny to the people who understand the language but not to the local
gathering. (Re-write using......bound...)
18. The crowded ferry sank too quickly for anybody who could not swim to be rescued. (Re-write using:
“so...that...”)
19. He grew angrier. His friends laughed even more loudly. (Begin: The...)
20. The food was very hot. We could not eat it. (Re-write using: ...too...to...)
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